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ADVENTURES IN RAINBOW COUNTRY
One of the highest rated weekly Canadian TV shows of all-time, this iconic
series features the adventures of teenager Billy Williams and his Ojibway
friend, Pete Gawa, filmed on location in spectacular northern Ontario.
26 half hour episodes

BABY ANIMALS
Get up close and personal with this round-the-world tour of the first
magical hours, days and weeks in the lives of baby animals, featuring the
diverse, yet heart-warming, variety of new life in the wilderness.
4 one hour episodes

THE BABY HUMAN
The fascinating developmental secrets of the human baby, from birth to
two years of age, explored with an episodic focus on each of movement,
perception, communication, emotion, socialization and the theory of mind.
6 one hour episodes

BEAR ATTACK
This definitive trilogy on bear behaviour features riveting first-hand accounts from survivors plus expert analysis of real life bear attacks. The
award-winning series investigates grizzly, polar and black bears.
3 one hour episodes

BEASTLY COUNTDOWN
A light-hearted countdown of the unattractive side of the animal kingdom
to determine which species are the top ten ugliest, scariest, laziest,
nosiest and most annoying animals on Earth.
5 one hour episodes

BUCK STAGHORN’S ANIMAL BITES
If you think living in the animal kingdom is about serious survival, be
prepared for some serious laughs! Host Buck Staghorn takes us on a
misguided tour of hilarious wildlife antics - the very ‘nature’ of comedy.
26 half hour episodes

CRAFTIEST ANIMALS
When food is the prize, it appears that animals with brains the size of
cough drops turn into veritable geniuses. We profile these urban pests and
test just how clever squirrels and raccoons really are.
2 one hour episodes
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DAY OF THE GROUNDHOG
A definitive examination of both the biology and sociological impact of a
creature that is both reviled for its tunnel-digging capacity, yet revered to
the extent that it has a day named in its honour.
One hour special

DECODING CHRISTIANITY
A worldwide exploration of the signs, symbols, iconography, myths and
miracles of Christianity, in an effort to understand its underlying artistic and
spiritual connections through the ages.
6 one hour episodes

DIVINE RESTORATION
A spirited renovation series hosted by Jim Codrington and Catherine
Burdon, who lead a series of one-week church makeover projects,
improving outreach in communities all over North America.
55 half hour episodes

ECHOES OF THE NORTH
The haunting and beautiful story of the loon, as told through the intimate
story of a family of these majestic birds, and the mystical legends that their
unmistakable calls have inspired across the northern hemisphere.
One hour special

IMAGES OF GALAPAGOS
An exploration of the four main islands of this ruggedly beautiful
archipelago made famous by Darwin, featuring close-up behaviours of the
diverse wildlife, from frigate birds to marine iguanas.
One hour special

LEAVE IT TO THE REAL BEAVERS
Within each beaver lodge is a household that operates in perfect harmony
and sets a good example about being a productive member of society,
putting the classic sitcom family to shame.
One hour special

THE LOST GODS
This compelling series looks at the religions that once lorded over powerful
empires, fostered distinctive cultures, art and architecture, but ultimately
disappeared with their civilizations.
6 half hour episodes
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THE MAN WHO LOVED BIRDS
The captivating story of John Bax, and his expeditions to film the birds of
the western hemisphere, featuring his incredible knack for attracting and
even hand-feeding one of the most skittish – the hummingbird.
One hour special

MATT & JENNY
The adventures of two kids orphaned on their Atlantic crossing, running
away across mid-1800’s Canada in search of lost relatives, assisted by a
mysterious gentleman and a bushman they’ve befriended.
26 half hour episodes

MOTHER NATURE
The true stories of the animal kingdom as told by the voice of ‘mother
nature’ to an inquisitive child (asking in voice over) about the spectacular
natural behaviours of wildlife around the world.
42 half hour episodes

MYSTERIOUS RUINS ~ CAPE BRETON
An investigation of both sides of the debate generated by Paul Chiasson’s
best-selling The Island of Seven Cities, which concluded that the Ming
Dynasty Chinese settled on Cape Breton Island long before Columbus sailed.
One hour special

NATURE OF THE BEAST
Each program in this spectacular anthology explores an exotic species or
theme, from scorpion’s to badgers to marsupials; and from animals that
ambush their prey to those that possess wild superpowers.
6 one hour episodes

PROFILES OF NATURE
The longest running Canadian wildlife series of all time, this multipleaward winner has been seen in over 100 countries worldwide, in six
languages, and premiered between the mid-80’s to mid-2000’s.
104 half hour episodes, plus 84 one hour specials

SIDESHOW STARS ~ THE TRUE STORY
A fascinating under-the-skin investigation of the medical mysteries of the
circus sideshow, featuring state-of-the-art animation, myth-busting stunts
and special effects to explain what made the unlikely stars of a bygone era.
One hour special
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SOMETHING ABOUT MARY MAGDALENE
A new profile of one of the most enigmatic women in history, a sinnerturned-saint, in the light of compelling and controversial new research on
this Christian icon of the last two thousand years.
One hour special

TANK OVERHAUL
Welcome to a world where military geeks, mechanics, and eccentric
millionaires are living a dream, restoring wrecked tanks from wars past,
each of which has a unique story of its own from its final battle.
8 one hour episodes

WILD CANADA & TO THE WILD COUNTRY
Host adventurers John and Janet Foster explore remotest Canada through
its spectacular National Parks, from Pacific Rim in B.C. to Kluane in the
Yukon, to Gros Morne in Newfoundland and Labrador, plus 18 in between.
21 one hour episodes, plus one 90 minute special

WILD GUESS
The original kids wildlife quiz show featuring wildlife video clips from
around the world, in which two teams of 8 to 12 year-olds compete to
identify animals, their habitats and fascinating behaviours.
52 half hour episodes, or Format available

WILD SITES
A new approach to destination story-telling: - from the animal’s point of
view; in far flung locations, from Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming to
Alaska, and Wrangel Island in the Siberian Arctic.
3 one hour episodes

WILDLIFE THEATRE & WILDLIFE CINEMA
A showcase of the work of North America’s top wildlife cinematographers,
each program strives for the utmost authenticity in observing wildlife and
its exotic behavior entirely in the wild, in remote locations worldwide.
79 half hour episodes

WINGS IN THE WILDERNESS
The original true story of a family of Canada Geese becoming imprinted on
Dan Gibson and his family, to the point where they need to be taught to fly
and can be filmed close-up by a model plane in flight.
One 90 Minute Feature Film
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